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Abstract This article introduces a new model of Pavlovian
conditioning, attention as an acquisition and performance
variable (AAPV), which, like several other so-called atten-
tional models, emphasizes the role of variation of cue salience,
together with associative strength, in accounting for condi-
tioning phenomena. AAPVis primarily (but not exclusively) a
performance-focused model in that it assumes not only that
both the saliences and associative strengths of cue represen-
tations change during acquisition, but also that they are both
influential at the time of test in determining responding.
Different weights are given to the representations’ associative
strengths according to the representations’ respective sa-
liences at test. The model also treats the representation of a
stimulus that is directly activated by presentation of that
stimulus as distinct from the representation of the same
stimulus that is activated by presenting a companion of the
stimulus. Additionally, extinction is viewed as resulting from
a decrease in the salience of the cue’s representation, rather
than a decrease in associative strength. Simulations of several
Pavlovian phenomena are presented in order to illustrate the
model and assess its robustness.

Keywords Pavlovian conditioning . Attention . Cue
salience . Learning theories

The last third of the 20th century saw an immense growth of
interest in the mechanisms underlying so-called cue
competition phenomena, such as overshadowing (Pavlov,
1927) and the blocking effect (Kamin, 1968). These phenom-
ena were first interpreted as reflecting differences in the degree
of learning achieved during acquisition (e.g., Mackintosh,
1975; Pearce & Hall, 1980; Rescorla & Wagner, 1972). That
is, the conditioned response (CR) to a target cue (X) was
believed to be a direct reflection of the X–unconditioned-
stimulus (US) association that the organism had learned or
failed to learn. For example, the Rescorla–Wagner model
assumes that the weak response elicited by X at test in forward
blocking (i.e., A–US followed by AX–US, where A is the
competing cue and X the target cue) results from a failure to
acquire a strong X–US association because of A’s previously
established associative strength with the US. This kind of
interpretation has been described as a what-you-see-is-what-
you-get (WYSIWYG)model. Yet theWYSIWYG assumption
was challenged by results showing that the CR to X can often
be reversed by simply deflating the association between
A and the US (i.e., retrospective revaluation). For example,
retrospective revaluation is observed when extinction of the
competitor A after overshadowing results in enhancement of
the CR to X (e.g., Kaufman & Bolles, 1981; Matzel,
Schachtman&Miller, 1985; but see Holland, 1999). Critically,
in retrospective revaluation, increases in the CR to X are
observed without additional X–US pairings.

Miller and Matzel’s (1988) comparator hypothesis was the
first model designed to account for retrospective revaluation
of the target cue’s excitatory status. It assumes that cue
competition effects are not determined by differences in the
strength of the acquired X–US association. Rather than as-
suming that cues compete for a limited resource of associative
strength during acquisition (e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972),
the comparator hypothesis states that cues compete at test,
during which the associative strength between X and the US is
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compared with the competitor’s associative strength with the
US. This comparison of associative strengths results in the
modulation of the CR to the target CS, with strong CRs when
the competitor’s associative strength with the US is weak as
compared with the X–US association and weak CRs when the
competitor’s associative strength with the CR is strong as
compared with the X–US association. Subsequently, Van
Hamme and Wasserman (1994), as well as Dickinson and
Burke (1996), proposed acquisition-focused WYSIWYG
models that can account for retrospective revaluation by
allowing the revaluation of a target’s associative strength even
when the target is absent, provided that an associate of the
target is presented. The latter two models succeeded in
explaining retrospective revaluation, as well as many tradi-
tional phenomena, while relying on X’s absolute (as opposed
to relative) associative strength to control responding to X at
test. In contrast, Stout and Miller’s (2007) SOCR, the
mathematical implementation of Miller and Matzel’s
model, demonstrated that referring to relative associative
strength rather than absolute associative strength accounts for
several newer phenomena in addition to traditional phenomena
and retrospective revaluation.

The model described in the present article was designed to
explain numerous well known Pavlovian phenomena, as well
as retrospective revaluation, by assuming that the comparison
that occurs at test is not between different associative strengths
(as the comparator hypothesis proposes), but between the
saliences of the various stimulus representations that are acti-
vated at test. The central idea is that, if the representation of a
cue that is activated during test is highly salient (i.e., attracts
attention), its associative strength with the US will be given
greater weight than the equivalent associative strength be-
tween a less salient cue representation and the US. This greater
weight will result in a greater manifestation of that cue’s
specific associative strength. Moreover, attention is also as-
sumed to influence acquisition, as is assumed by many earlier
attentional models. Therefore, we chose a name that captures
these two characteristics: attention as an acquisition and
performance variable (AAPV). Although AAPV concerns
itself with information processing during both acquisition
and test trials, we will see that many differences between
groups (e.g., an overshadowing group and its conventional
control group) are due largely to differences in the saliences of
cue representations at the time of testing. This makes AAPV
primarily (but not exclusively) a performance-focused model.
As such, AAPV shares this characteristic with comparator
models (e.g., Gallistel & Gibbon, 2000; Stout & Miller,
2007) and distinguishes it from total-error reduction models
(e.g., Rescorla & Wagner, 1972).

Indeed, several prior models have employed attention in
their accounts of Pavlovian conditioning (e.g., Esber &
Haselgrove, 2011; Le Pelley, 2004; Mackintosh, 1975;
Pearce & Hall, 1980; Pearce & Mackintosh, 2010), but

the trial-by-trial variation in cue-specific salience they sug-
gested is determined by the amount of associative strength
already acquired or yet to be learned, and regulates the amount
of associative strength learned on the next trial. For example,
Mackintosh’s model assumes that the saliences of cues vary
on each trial as a function of their potential to predict the US
and the US that actually occurs. If a cue is a good predictor of
the US, its salience will increase. In contrast, the Pearce and
Hall model assumes that a cue that is an accurate predictor of
its outcome loses associability (notably, Pearce and Hall dif-
ferentiate between two types of attention: associability,which
is a function of reinforcement history with the cue in question,
and salience, which is fixed for any given cue). Efforts have
been made recently to reconcile the apparently opposite pre-
dictions concerning evolution of attention made by these two
models (see Esber & Haselgrove, 2011; Le Pelley, 2004;
Pearce & Mackintosh, 2010). Critically, in all of these atten-
tional models, salience (associability for Pearce & Hall, 1980)
is seen as regulating the amount of associative strength learned
on each training trial, and reciprocally, associative strength is
assumed to determine trial-by-trial variation of salience; these
models explain conditioned responding as being solely de-
pendent upon the cue–US associative strength at test. (A few
researchers have suggested that attention at the time of testing
may also influence conditioned responding, but they did not
make this part of their formal models [e.g., Mackintosh,
1975].) As we will see, AAPV too posits that salience affects
the rate of acquisition of associative strength on a trial-by-trial
basis. But it focuses more on how cue salience at test
influences test performance by modulating the expression of
the cue–US association.

Learning simple associations between a cue
and its outcome

We define VX→o as the associative strength between a cue X
and its outcome (o), where o is often a US but could be a
neutral stimulus. A high value of VX→o indicates that o is no
longer a surprising event when it follows X. As will be shown
later, positive values of VX→o are a necessary condition for X
to have the potential to elicit a response appropriate for o (e.g.,
the CR). The model can be formalized with the following
equation for the acquisition of associative strength when cue
X and outcome o are paired (adapted from Bush & Mosteller,
1955; see also Stout & Miller, 2007):

ΔVn
X→o ¼ Sn − 1

X � 1 − Vn − 1
X→o

� �
; ð1Þ

where ΔVX→o denotes the change of associative strength (V)
between X and o, as a result of X being paired with the o
on trial n (0 ≤ VX→o ≤ 1). SX corresponds to cue X’s
salience (0 < SX<1). Salience corresponds to the cue’s
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physical salience when it is presented for the first time, but it
decreases or increases depending on the outcome’s salience,
as we will explain later. Because, in the equation for modula-
tion of salience (Eq. 2), SX’s increases and decreases are a
function of the outcome’s salience, the outcome’s salience is
assumed to indirectly influence the evolution of VX. Impor-
tantly, as Eq. 1 indicates, the asymptote toward which V
increases is 1. A major characteristic of AAPV is that no
decrease in the associative strength is predicted by the model.
Most models of Pavlovian conditioning previously mentioned
allowV to decrease during extinction. However, empirical
evidence challenges the hypothesis of a decrease in the
associative strength during extinction trials (see Bouton,
2004, for a review). For example, spontaneous recovery
(i.e., postextinction recovery of the CR when a long
delay is imposed between extinction and test; e.g.,
Pavlov, 1927) is difficult to interpret if V tends toward
zero during extinction. Other phenomena, such as the renewal
effect (i.e., recovery of the CR when the extinguished cue is
tested in a context different from the context of extinction;
e.g., Bouton & Bolles, 1979) and the reinstatement effect (i.e.,
recovery of the CR to X when the US is presented alone
between extinction and test; e.g., Rescorla & Heth, 1975),
also argue in favor of the view that V does not decrease during
extinction.

One of the model’s most important characteristics is that a
cue’s salience increases or decreases according to its out-
come’s salience. Hence, a cue that is repeatedly followed by
a biologically significant outcome (e.g., a US) will become
more and more salient until its salience eventually reaches the
outcome’s salience (SO). Just as increases in VX→O allocate to
X the potential to elicit the response generated by o, increases
in SX will allow X to have the same salience as the outcome.
The intuition here is that if a cue produces the outcome’s
response, it should acquire its salience. In like manner, if X
is not followed by any specific outcome, its salience will
decrease to eventually reach the low salience of the context,
which effectively is the outcome of such a cue. Thus, the cue
is now effectively treated as a part of the context because it has
become familiar and has the context’s salience. Hence, both
modulation of salience and acquisition of associative strength
depend on stimulus contiguity.

Equation 2 represents the change in SX on trial n. It was
designed so that the salience of a cue can evolve in one
direction or the other on the basis of what follows activation
of the cue’s representation:

ΔSnX ¼ Sno − Sn − 1
X

� � � Sno; ð2Þ

where So
n represents the outcome’s salience on trial n. So

n is
assigned the context’s salience (i.e., .1 in the simulations
presented here) when X is followed by no nominal stimulus.
Because variations of SX

n are presumed to be modulated by the

outcome’s salience (S o
n ) on trial n, decreases in the cue’s

salience will be slower than increases.
Equation 3 provides AAPV’s account of how the two

variables Vand S interact at test to cause X to elicit a response
appropriate for the outcome. Presumably, as is commonly
acknowledged, the response appropriate for the outcome is
mediated by an anticipatory representation of the outcome:

RX=o ¼ k � SX � VX→o ð3Þ

where SX represents X’s current salience and VX→o the current
associative strength between X and the outcome. k is a scaling
factor that can take any positive value; it is designed to balance
dimensionality in the equations and to scale AAPV’s predic-
tions to the actual scores of each data set. k is set different from
1 in the present article only when AAPV’s predictions are to
be compared with a specific data set depending on the relevant
behavioral metric of the data, because the experiments
simulated here differed in many procedural details (e.g.,
nature of the CSs, CS durations, CS intensities, nature
of the USs, US duration, interstimulus interval, intertrial
interval, session duration, and number of sessions).

For the simulations presented in this article, we assume that
a familiar context that no longer attracts appreciable attention
has a salience of .1. This low value has been chosen to be as
distinct as possible from the salience of .7, which we have
allocated to the US, and .1, being near 0, emphasizes the
assumption that this context no longer draws much attention.
In contrast, a biologically significant event like a US
should have a high salience (.7). An ordinary novel cue
introduced in the context is presumed to initially have a
moderate salience of .4.

During acquisition (i.e., X–US pairings), not only does
VX→US increase (Eq. 1; the outcome is the US), but so too
does SX (Eq. 2). After a sufficient number of trials, VX→US

tends toward 1. At that stage, X has acquired the potential to
elicit the CR, which it will never lose (see Eq. 1). Whether this
potential will be expressed will depend upon X’s salience at
test. During asymptotic acquisition, SX reaches the US’s sa-
lience (i.e., .7); consequently, RX/US (also designated RX) also
reaches the value of .7 (i.e., the product of the X–US associ-
ation and the salience of the CS). The evolution of Rx’s values
during acquisition trial-by-trial is illustrated in Fig. 1.

Second-order conditioning (Pavlov, 1927) in which X is
not directly paired with the US but with a cue that has
previously been paired with the US (i.e., A–US followed by
X–A) is also readily explained by AAPV. Responding to X
occurs because X’s association with A (i.e., VX→A) is high.
Because A produces the CR and VX→A is high, X also acquires
the potential to elicit the CR, due to activation at test of the
anticipatory representation of a cue (i.e., A), which evokes the
anticipatory representation of the US. Moreover, A’s salience
is high because it was followed by the US and X and then
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acquires A’s salience because it is repeatedly followed by A.
X’s high salience allows the CR to be expressed. If the two
phases are reversed, as is the case in a sensory preconditioning
preparation (i.e., X–A followed by A–US), conditioning of X
is also observed (Brogden, 1939). AAPV assumes that, be-
cause X has acquired the capacity of producing A’s responses
(among which is the CR after phase 2), X also is conditioned
by way of the simple associative chain X–A–US during
sensory preconditioning. However, AAPV anticipates that
sensory preconditioning would yield weaker responding to
X than second-order conditioning because X–A pairings are
presented before SA’s increase in the former condition and
after SA’s increase in the latter condition. Therefore, only
during second-order conditioning is X paired with a highly
salient cue that increases SX.

One major difficulty in modeling acquisition concerns
procedures in which partial reinforcement is administered. A
model of acquisition should account for the fact that, even if
the cue is only sometimes followed by the US, conditioned
responding to the cue (albeit often weaker) develops. Simula-
tions of partial reinforcement of X with AAPV show trial-by-
trial variations in RX due to the variations of X’s salience.
However, these variations are kept rather small by the fact that
variations of salience are slow following nonreinforced trials,
as compared with the rapid increases resulting from reinforce-
ments of the cue (Fig. 1) until an asymptote for RX is reached.
Indeed, Eq. 2 shows that the variations of saliences are depen-
dent upon the outcome’s salience, which is small during
nonreinforced trials (i.e., So = Scontext) and large during
reinforced trials (i.e., So = SUS). Hence, AAPV predicts
a high level of responding as a result of intermittent
reinforcement procedures, due to salience not being appre-
ciably decreased within the session (see Fig. 1). Moreover,

resistance to extinction is known to be stronger (i.e., ex-
tinction takes more nonreinforced trials) when acquisition
has been performed with partial reinforcement, as compared
with when constant reinforcement has been used (e.g.,
Haselgrove, Aydin & Pearce, 2004; Pearce, Redhead &
Aydin, 1997).This partial reinforcement extinction effect
has challenged most of the models of Pavlovian condi-
tioning and challenges AAPV too. AAPV anticipates a
similar rate of decrease of responding during extinction
whether acquisition occurred with partial reinforcement or
constant reinforcement because X’s salience is high after
acquisition whatever the type of reinforcement.

However, if a simple constant acquisition phase is followed
by extinction (i.e., X–US followed by X–no-US trials), VX→
US will not decrease, because learned associative strengths do
not decrease according to AAPV. But across extinction trials,
SX will decrease according to Eq. 2 to finally reach the
context’s salience after many extinction trials. Consequently,
RX progressively approaches a low asymptotic value after
many extinction trials (i.e., RX = .1; see Fig. 2). Hence, AAPV
does not assume that extinction weakens associative strength,
as the Rescorla–Wagner model does. Moreover, AAPV’s
explanation of extinction is not based on forming an associa-
tion between the cue and a no-outcome representation, as
some other models propose (e.g., Pearce &Hall, 1980); rather,
AAPV assumes that extinction results from a decrease of the
cue’s salience. This view has already received support from
experimental data (e.g., Robbins, 1990); however, other
observations, such as counterconditioning (i.e., X–US1
followed by X–US2), are difficult to reconcile with the
view that the decrease in a CR during extinction is due
to a decrease of attention to the CS. AAPV assumes that
the CS’s salience should not decrease during phase 2 of
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counterconditioning, because it is followed by a salient cue
(i.e., US2). However, the CR appropriate for US1 decreases.
Presumably, this is due to response competition, which is
beyond the domain of AAPV.

Rapid reacquisition of behavioral control after extinction
(e.g., Napier, Macrae & Kehoe, 1992; but see Bouton &
Swatzentruber, 1989) is anticipated by AAPV (see Fig. 2)
because VX→US is already high when reacquisition begins, as
opposed to the null associative strength that exists prior to the
first acquisition phase. The model also predicts that
reacquisition will be slower if extinction is prolonged,
because SX progressively decreases during extinction to
eventually reach the asymptotic value of .1 if extinction
is sufficiently prolonged.

Direct and retrieved representations

Hitherto, we have considered what happens when a cue is
trained alone, but a model of Pavlovian conditioning should
also be able to make predictions about what happens when
compound cues are paired with the US. We suggest, as others
did before (e.g., Wagner, 1981), that when a stimulus X is
presented in compound with another stimulus A, it acquires
the potential to later activate a representation of A, which we
call the retrieved representation of A (Rr[A]), when X is
presented alone because of the resultant within-compound
link between X and A. For the sake of simplicity, the current
version of the model makes no prediction concerning the
evolution of the within-compound link between X and A.
Here, the concept retrieved representation (Rr) is specifically
used to describe the representation that is activated by a

companion cue such as X when the stimulus in question (A)
is not present in the environment. Rr(A) is the retrieved
memory of A activated by a cue currently present in the
environment with which it has previously been presented in
compound . Thus, companion refers to stimuli that are simul-
taneous with a cue, whereas associate refers to stimuli that
follow a cue; this distinction explains why simultaneous con-
ditioning (i.e., simultaneous CS–US pairings) result in little or
no behavioral control by the CS. Therefore, Rr(A) activated
by a test of X alone after overshadowing treatment (i.e., AX–
US pairings) is distinct from the direct representation of A
(Dr[A]), which is the representation directly activated by the
presence of A in the environment during the AX presenta-
tions. Rr(A) is not activated by X if X and A are presented in
compound (i.e., activation of Dr[A] inhibits activation of
Rr[A]). We propose that Drs and Rrs bring distinctly different
contributions to the generation of any conditioned response in
Pavlovian conditioning.

In Miller and Matzel’s (1988) comparator hypothesis,
when X is tested alone, the representation of A is assumed
to be retrieved if X and A have previously been presented
together. It is the learned association between comparator
stimulus A and the US acquired while Awas actually present,
in conjunction with the X–A and X–US associations, which
modulates X’s potential to elicit a CR. In contrast, the current
model allocates a role to the relationship that Rr(A), not
Dr(A), entertains with the US when X is tested alone. This
aspect establishes one of several sharp differences between the
comparator hypothesis and AAPV. Here, no role is allocated
to the associative strength between Dr(A) and the US when X
is tested in the absence of A. What counts is not the degree to
which the directly activated representation of the competitor A
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(i.e., Dr[A]) is associated with the US but the degree to which
the retrieved representation of A (Rr[A]) is associated with the
US. The role of associations between the trace of a stimulus
and the US has already been considered (e.g., Lin & Honey,
2011); however, the trace these authors considered concerns
the memory of stimuli that had been presented 40 s before the
US onset. In the present model, the trace (Rr[A]) is not the
remnant of Dr(A)’s previous activation but the activation that
results from Dr(X)’s activation without Dr(A). The core hy-
pothesis is that only the representations activated by X on a
test of X (i.e., Dr[X] and Rr[A]) can express their associative
strengths with the US. Given that Dr(A) is not active when X
is tested alone (and, moreover, it is never activated by X), its
learned association with the US does not influence the CR to
X, contrary to the comparator hypothesis. Obviously, when
cue X is followed by the US, the putative associative strength
that builds up between X and the US is not between these
stimuli but between their representations. Just as Pavlovian
conditioning is assumed to result from the increasing associa-
tive strength between the directly activated representation of
X (i.e., Dr[X]) and the directly activated representation of the
US (i.e., Dr[US]) when they are paired, AAPVanticipates that
associations will also be formed between activated retrieved
representations and Dr(US) when activation of these Rrs is
followed by the US.

To illustrate the mechanics of AAPVwhen compound cues
are presented during training, we will use overshadowing (i.e.,
AX–US) as an iconic example. AAPV does not imply any
competition for a limited resource of associative strength; that
is, it does not subscribe to the total-error reduction rule of the
Rescorla–Wagner (1972) model. Any activated cue represen-
tation (direct or retrieved) followed by the US, even in com-
pound with other cues, has the opportunity to acquire a strong
association with the US. Also, AAPVassumes that, when X is
presented alone at test following AX–US pairings, the resul-
tant CR to X will depend on the mean of the weighted
associative strength between Dr(X) and the US and the
weighted associative strength between Rr(A) and the US.
Hence, in contrast to the comparator hypothesis (e.g., Miller
& Matzel, 1988), we do not suggest that an opposition
between representations’ associative strengths to the US oc-
curs at test. This difference of views arises from AAPV’s
assumption that the associative strength with the US of the
representation of an absent former companion cue positively
contributes to responding to X at test, whereas the comparator
hypothesis invokes only the modulatory role of the association
between the representation of the companion cue and the US.
As a consequence, AAPVanticipates the strongest CRs when
both Dr(X) and Rr(A) are strongly associated with the US. If
Rr(A) has not been paired with the US, only a part of the cue
representations that are activated on a test of X are associated
with the US (i.e., Dr[X] but not Rr[A]). The organism either
has not yet had a chance to learn whether the US appears in the

absence of A (e.g., as in overshadowing treatment with one X-
alone test trial) or has learned that the omission of A on
repeated X-alone test trials following overshadowing treat-
ment signals nonreinforcement (i.e., activation of Rr[A] has
been repeatedly followed by the absence of the US over
multiple X-alone test trials). Both of these situations result in
Rr(A) not being associated with the US.

Equation 1 can, therefore, be generalized to any represen-
tation that has been paired with the US (Eq. 4). We define Vi→o

as the associative strength between any representation i (either
Dr or Rr) and the outcome (o), where o is often but need not be
a US. A high value of Vi→o indicates that o is no longer a
surprising event following i. Positive values of Vi→o are a
necessary condition for i to have the potential to elicit a
response appropriate for o (e.g., the CR).

ΔVn
i→o ¼ Sn −1

i � 1 − Vn − 1
i→o

� �
; ð4Þ

where ΔVi→o denotes the change of associative strength (V)
between iand o, as a result of ibeing paired with the oon trial n
(0 ≤ Vi→o ≤ 1). Si corresponds to the salience of the represen-
tation of cue i (0 < Si < 1).

The salience of the retrieved representation of A (SRr(A))
activated by presenting A’s companion cue X alone is equal to
SDr(A) (also designated by SA) the first time that Rr(A) is
activated but evolves independently from SA when Rr(A) is
subsequently activated. The evolution of saliences over trials
will be detailed later.

Global associative strength

As has already been stated, if more than one representation is
activated by X when X is tested (e.g., Dr[X] and Rr[A]), each
associative strength between an active representation and the
outcome (i.e., VX→O and VRr(A)→O) will contribute to the
generation of the response appropriate for the outcome. It is
commonly accepted that the CR is activated by an anticipatory
representation of the US that is retrieved by the CS as a result
of repeated CS–US pairings. AAPV assumes that this antici-
patory representation of the outcome is activated byDr(X) and
Rr(A) as a result of Dr(X)’s and Rr(A)’s association with the
outcome. Hence, Drs and Rrs are viewed as representations
distinct from anticipatory representations, in that Drs and Rrs
have the potential to activate anticipatory representations of
the US, which, in turn, will activate the CR. It is their level of
association with the outcome that determines the degree to
which the anticipatory representation will be activated. Final-
ly, anticipatory representations inform the organism that a cue
is about to appear in the environment. According to AAPV,
the anticipated CR is determined by the mean of the activated
representations’ associative strengths at test, rather than only
by VX→US, as described in Eq. 3 when a single cue is trained.
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Since more than one cue representation can be activated by X
at test, we now need to speak to the relative importance of
each of the associations activated by presentation of X above
and beyond the relative strengths of these associations. Let us
imagine what would happen if, for instance, Vx→US was
strong, whereas VRr(A)→US was weak. This happens, for ex-
ample, on a test of overshadowing (i.e., AX–US pairings) in
which VX→US increases over the AX–US pairings but in
which VRr(A)→US remains null because Rr(A) is never activat-
ed prior to test (i.e., the organism has not yet learned whether
or not the US occurs following activation of Rr[A]) . Indeed,
when the two representations (i.e., Dr[X] and Rr[A]) are
activated by X at test, the information provided by each
representation concerning the likelihood of the US is different.
Should we assume that these two associative strengths are
simply averaged (i.e., given equivalent weight)? We suggest
this is not the case. Instead, the more salient a representation,
the more its associative strength will influence responding.
For example, if during a test of overshadowing, Dr(X) and
Rr(A) are both activated, more importance (weight) will be
allocated to the associative strength between Dr(X) and the
US because Dr(X) is more salient than Rr(A). The relative
attentional weight of each associative strength at test can be
estimated by allocating a coefficient to each activated Vi→o

depending on the respective saliences of the i representations.
Therefore, RX is determined by the salience-weighted average
of the different associative strengths to the US that are
activated at test.

The weight given to each representation’s associative
strength with the outcome is proportional to the representa-
tion’s salience. By i’s salience (Si), we refer to the current
salience a representation has at test, which is a function of
its salience when it was first activated, as well as subsequent
increases and decreases dependent upon whether the repre-
sentation has been repeatedly paired with the US (or any
salient outcome) or followed by no stimulus (or a low salient
event). After AX–US pairings in phase 1, if A’s companion
cue X is presented alone and followed by the US (e.g., AX–
US followed by X–US), Rr(A)’s salience will progressively
increase as well as will Dr(X)’s salience because both repre-
sentations are repeatedly paired with the US during phase 2.
These increases in salience incorporate the idea that Dr(X) and
Rr(A) now command more of the organism’s attention be-
cause they preceded a significant event. Their saliences pro-
gressively approach the US’s salience, which is the asymptote
for salience of a reinforced representation. AAPVassumes that
the salience of the US does not decrease significantly because
US is biologically significant; in other words, a stimulus that is
unconditionally significant for the organism does not readily
lose its salience. This is essential because, otherwise, a trial-
by-trial decrease in the US’s salience would be expected over
the X–US pairings because the US is followed by no salient
event. However, assuming a relatively gradual decrease in a

US’s salience would allow AAPV to predict both habituation
and the decrease in the CR observed when the number of
conditioning trials is great (i.e., the overtraining effect; Pavlov,
1927; Urcelay, Witnauer & Miller, 2012). Analogously, SRr(A)
will decrease when Rr(A) is repeatedly activated without
being followed by the US. Rr(A)’s salience (i.e., SRr[A]) is
determined by Dr(A)’s current salience only when Rr(A) is
activated for the first time, because it is assumed that more
attention is paid to a missing salient cue than to a missing
nonsalient cue. Rr(A)’s salience increases and decreases inde-
pendently of Dr(A)’s salience with the repeated pairings of
Rr(A) with the US or with no stimulus. For example, after
repeated presentations of the compound AX paired with the
US, when X is tested, the current value of SDr(A) is allocated to
Rr(A) because Rr(A) is activated for the first time at test (since
Rr[A] is activated by X only when both A is absent and X has
previously been simultaneously paired with A). If X–US
pairings are presented after the AX–US pairings, Rr(A)’s
salience will correspond to Dr(A)’s current salience only the
first time it is activated. Rr(A)’s salience will then increase
(due to Rr[A]’s activation being paired with the US) during
the X–US pairings, whereas Dr(A)’s salience will remain the
same. Admittedly, it is unusual to allocate salience to a re-
trieved representation, because psychological salience is often
equated with stimulus intensity and is conventionally thought
to apply only to stimuli that are physically present. If physical
objects are identified as being highly salient, it is presumably
because their impact on the brain is greater than that of other
objects in the environment. In like manner, we assume that the
absence of cue A on an X-alone trial (activating Rr[A]) can
have a greater impact on the brain (represented by SRr[A])
either because Rr(A) is activated for the first time when A
itself was salient or because Rr(A) is known to be followed by
the US independently of A’s salience.

Mathematical implementation of global associative
strength

As Eq. 5a indicates and as we have already stated, the weight
allocated to Vi→US is a function of Si.

RX=o ¼ k �
X

Si � V i→oð Þ
X

Si
; ð5aÞ

where k is a scaling factor that can take any positive value; it is
designed to balance dimensionality in the equations and to
scale AAPV’s predictions to the metric of each data set. Si
represents the saliences of the different representations
activated at test.

The amplitude of the CR elicited by X at test is assumed to
be proportional to the average salience-weighted strength of
the associations to the US active at test. For example, if X is
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tested after AX–US pairings (i.e., overshadowing treatment),
the relevant associative strengths will be VDr(X)→US and
VRr(A)→US, to which Dr(X)’s salience and Rr(A)’s salience
will be allocated as weights, respectively, normalized by
the sum of saliences of all cues present (i.e., global salience) in
the denominator. The view that the CR is determined by the
weighted average of the associations to the US activated at test
is fundamental to AAPV. Equation 5a is similar to Pearce’s
(1994) model’s Eq. 3, which assumes that the expression ofVT
(i.e., the associative strength of the compound AX) is deter-
mined by the weighted average of Dr(A)’s and Dr(X)’ s
associations with the US. AAPV’s Eq. 5a concerns associa-
tions with the US of Dr(X) and the different Rrs activated byX
at test. However, in contrast with Pearce’s proposal that the
presence of another cue (A) with X on a given trial would
reduce ΔVX proportionally to A’s salience (Pearce’s Eq. 2),
AAPV’s Eq. 4 does not assume that a representation’s increase
in associative strength is modulated by other representations
being activated at the same time. Equation 5a presents the CR
to X as being solely dependent on the weighted average of the
associative strengths to the US. However, AAPV views this
weighted average only as the potential that Dr(X) together
with the activated Rrs have to produce the response appropri-
ate for the outcome. This potential is modulated by the sa-
lience that X (i.e., the tested cue) has at the time of test.
Analogously, a US has the maximal potential of producing
its own response, but the amplitude of the unconditioned
response is proportional to the US salience. Equation 5b ac-
counts for this further role of salience of cues that are present
by multiplying Eq. 5a by the tested Dr’s salience:

RX=o ¼ k � SX �
X

Si � V i→oð Þ
X

Si
: ð5bÞ

WhenX is trained alone (i.e., never presented in compound
with an associate cue), only Dr(X) will be activated at test,

and Eq. 5b will reduce to k � SX � SX �VX→o
SX

, which corre-

sponds to Eq. 3.

Evolution of salience when multiple representations
are active

As has previously been stated, a stimulus regularly followed
by a highly salient outcome will increase in salience toward
some asymptote, as well as increase in associative strength
with the outcome. In like manner, a stimulus can lose its
potential to attract attention if it is regularly presented follow-
ed by no stimulus (i.e., extinction). Equation 2 has already
introduced AAPV’s position concerning how salience evolves
when only one cue is trained. Equation 6 generalizes Eq. 2 to
any representation, whether Dr or Rr.

Equation 6 represents the modulation of Si on trial n. It was
designed so that the salience of a cue’s representation can
evolve in one direction or the other based on what follows
activation of the cue’s representation.

ΔSni ¼ Sno − Sn − 1
i

� � � Sno − Sn − 1
a

�� �� ð6Þ

where i represents any Rr or Dr activated on trial n. So
n repre-

sents the outcome’s salience on trial n; So
n is assigned the

context’s salience (i.e., .1 in the simulations here presented)
when i is followed by no nominal stimulus. Sa

n − 1 corresponds
to the salience of is companion cue (a) when i is a Dr and it is
activated in compound with Dr(a). Hence, Eq. 6 introduces a
differential speed of variation for a Dr’s salience when it is
presented in compound with another Dr. If the Dr has no
companion cue (i.e., if it is an elemental Dr), Sa

n − 1 = 0. Finally,
Si
n−1 designates the salience that the Rr or the Dr had
immediately before trial n.

Therefore, SDr(i) will eventually conform to the outcome’s
salience if no other Dr is presented in compound or if it is
activated in compound with another Dr at a different rate. The
companion cue’s salience will slow down the increase of
Dr(i)’s salience during the AX–US trials but will accelerate
its decrease when |So−Sa| > So which is the case during
nonreinforced presentations of AX. This view is essential in
understanding the current model in that it suggests that any
representation tends to become more like the representation of
what follows it in terms of both behavioral control and atten-
tion. Note that a representation’s salience increases more
quickly when the discrepancy between So

n and Si
n−1 is large

(e.g., if the outcome is salient when cue i is not).

Cue competition

If X is tested after overshadowing treatment (i.e., repeated
AX–US pairings), Dr(X) is associated with the US, but Rr(A)
is not because it is activated by X in the absence of A for the
first time at test. Thus, the CR during a test of X will be less
than in a control condition in which X alone has been paired
with the US. As we already mentioned, AAPV accounts for
overshadowing because only a part of the representations
present at test are associated with the US—namely, Dr(X)
but not Rr(A), because every previous presentation of X was
accompanied by Dr(A) and not Rr(A). As a consequence,
VX→US approaches 1 (because Dr[X] was repeatedly paired
with the US) and VRr(A)→US remains at 0. Both SX and SA are
high (i.e., .7) after many AX–US pairings because A’s and X’s
saliences have increased at the same rate (Eq. 6) starting from
the same initial value of .4. If one cue had a lower salience
than the other, only the bigger of the two would have
reached .7 while the other would have increased at a slower
rate, never reaching .7 (Eq. 6). If SA = .7, SRr(A) = SA = .7,
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because Rr(A) is activated of the first time at test. Consequently,
RX = SX * [(SX * 1) + (SRr(A) * 0)] / (SX + SRr(A)) = .7* ([.7 * 1] +
[.7 * 0]) / (.7 + .7) = .35. This moderate value of RX predicts that
the CR will be attenuated, as compared with the condition in
which X alone was paired with the US (RX = .7).

A similar account applies to overexpectation, a situation in
which both cues A and X have been paired individually with
the US prior to being paired in compoundwith the US (i.e., A–
US interspersed with X–US followed by AX–US, which
results in weaker responding to X than with a control group
lacking either the A–US trials or the AX–US trials; see, e.g.,
Rescorla, 1970). However, X’s and A’s saliences increase
more rapidly during phase 1 of an overexpectation procedure,
as compared with an overshadowing procedure, because the
rate of increase is not slowed down by any companion cue
(Eq. 6). Thus, after phase 2 of overexpectation treatment
(AX–US), X when tested alone has lost part of its potential
to elicit the CR that it had acquired during phase 1, because it
now activates a representation (i.e., Rr[A]) that is not associated
with the US.

AAPV also makes valid predictions with respect to cue
competition as seen in the relative stimulus validity effect.
Wagner, Logan, Haberlandt, and Price (1968; see also Cole,
Barnet & Miller, 1995) showed that cue X has less control
over responding when it is trained in compound with a more
valid predictor of the US (i.e., AX–US trials interspersed with
BX–no-US trials) than with an equally valid predictor of the
US (i.e., AX ± trials interspersed with BX ± trials) (where ±
indicates 50 % partial reinforcement). According to AAPV,
the more valid predictor’s salience (SA) will reach the US’s
salience, thereby keeping X’s salience (SX) from further
increasing on subsequent AX–US trials, and SX will decrease on
BX−trials until SB reaches the context’s salience of .1 (see Eq. 6).
Moreover, in the less valid condition, the strong Rr(A)–US
association formed on BX–US trials will increase RX.

Similarly, Hall, Mackintosh, Goodall, and Dal Martelo
(1977; see also Arcediano, Escobar & Miller, 2004) condi-
tioned an initially low-salience cue X alone (i.e., X–US). Cue
X was then presented in reinforced compound with a novel
initially more salient cue A (i.e., AX–US). The authors ob-
served that the compound cue trials resulted in attenuation of
behavioral control by X. More recently, these observations
were supported by studies with humans (Denton & Kruschke,
2006). These authors argued that such results could be ade-
quately interpreted only by models using variable attention.
The observed decrease in responding to X is predicted by
AAPV because the initial X–US pairings presumably in-
creased both SX and VDr(X)→US. However, as a result of X
being presented in compound with A, the test of X activated
Rr(A) for which associative strength with the US was null.
Consequently, RX is no longer (SX * VX→US) = .7 * 1 = .7,
which corresponds to what happens as a result of the initial X–
US pairings (Eq. 3), but is now SX *[(SX * 1) + (SRrA * 0)] / (SX

+ SRr(A)) = .7 * [(.7 + 0) / (.7 + .5) = .41. Here, SRr(A) is set at .5
(and not .4) because A is described as a relatively salient
stimulus. This interpretation of Hall et al.’s (1977) results is
based on the principle that, because X is presented in com-
pound with A, estimations of the CR amplitude to X are down
modulated due to the intervention of another representation
activated at test (i.e., Rr[A]) that has never been paired with
the US.

Forward blocking is another situation in which the pres-
ence of a second cue during training of cue X downmodulates
the CR to X at test (e.g., Kamin, 1968; Miller &Matute, 1996;
Shanks, 1985). In forward blocking, conditioning of A (i.e.,
A–US) is followed by a phase in which the compound AX is
paired with the US (i.e., AX–US), with the result that
responding to X is low, relative to a control group that receives
only the AX–US pairings. Blocking is also explained by
Eq. 5b (see Fig. 3). According to AAPV, the A–US pairings
of phase 1 have a deflating effect on the manifestation of X’s
associative strength with the US that is mediated by a rela-
tively low value for SDr(X) and a high value for SRr(A). When X
is tested, Dr(X) and Rr(A) are activated, and, because Rr(A) is
activated for the first time at test (as was the case in
overshadowing), VRr(A)→US is equal to 0. At the time of test,
SRr(A) is high because Rr(A)’s salience is assigned A’s sa-
lience, which is high due to phase 1 treatment. That is, A’s
increased salience is transmitted to Rr(A), when it is activated
for the first time at test. However, according to Eq. 6, X’s
salience remains moderate (i.e., .4) during phase 2 because A’s
high salience prevents any increase (Sa = SA and [So−SA] = 0
after phase 1). In this condition, RX’s numerator is again
reduced to SX * SX * 1 because VRr(A)→US is null, and
VDr(X)→US = 1. But if, this time, the denominator is
smaller than it was in overshadowing because X’s salience
remains moderate, the numerator is much smaller also. Here,
RX = SX * [(SX * 1) + (SRr(A) * 0)] / (SX + SRr(A)) = .4* [(.4 * 1) +
(.7 * 0)] / [.4 + .7) = .15 after repeated AX–US pairings.

Posttraining extinction of X’s companion cue (i.e., A–US
followed by AX–US followed by A alone) increases RX’s
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Fig. 3 Miller and Matute’s (1996, Experiment 3) results for forward
blocking and its control, as compared with AAPV’s predictions
for RX. k was determined by a least mean square fit of group
means. For this data set, k = 7.41
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value (see Fig. 4), consistent with reports of the CR to X
recovering from the blocking effect (i.e., retrospective reval-
uation; see, e.g., Arcediano, Escobar & Matute, 2001;
Blaisdell, Gunther & Miller, 1999; but see Dopson, Pearce
& Haselgrove, 2009). Indeed, posttraining extinction of A
(one manipulation that often induces retrospective revalua-
tion) will decrease A’s salience after many trials. Therefore,
when Rr(A) is activated for the first time at test of X, SRr(A) is
low (i.e., .1) because A’s current salience at test, which has
decreased during phase 3 extinction treatment, is allocated to
Rr(A) when it is activated for the first time. Therefore, RX’s
denominator is lower than what it would be in the simple
blocking condition, andRX is increased (i.e.,RX = SX * [(SX * 1) +
(SRrA * 0)] / (SX + SRr(A)) = .4 * .4 + 0 / (.4 + .1) = .32 after many
A–no-US trials.

The view that forward blocking occurs because of a reduc-
tion in the processing of the blocked cue during the AX–US
pairings has received support from recent studies (Kruschke &
Blair, 2000; Le Pelley, Beesley & Suret, 2007). According to
the Rescorla and Wagner (1972) model, it occurs because the
association between A and the US has already been learned
and, consequently, the US during the AX–US pairings is less
surprising and, therefore, less processed. As we saw, AAPV
does not primarily view blocking as a change in processing of
either the target cue or the outcome at the time of acquisition
but as the result of the effects of a salient retrieved represen-
tation of the blocking cue (Rr[A]) at test, which has a null
associative strength with the US. Admittedly, X’s salience will
be prevented from increasing during compound training as a
result of A’s high salience, but no decrease in the blocked
cue’s salience is predicted, and the blocked cue’s associative
strength will increase during the AX–US trials. Therefore,
AAPV does not centrally explain blocking by a loss of sa-
lience or a decrease in accrued associative strength of the
blocked cue but by the intervention at test of a highly salient
representation of the blocking cue A (i.e., Rr[A]), the associa-
tive strength of which is null. In like manner, overshadowing

is viewed primarily not as a lack of acquisition of the associa-
tive strength, but as resulting from the activation at test of a
novel representation (Rr[A]), the associative strength of which
is null.

A reduction of blocking is observed when a second US is
added during the compound training phase (i.e., A–US1
followed by AX–US1–US2; see, e.g., Dickinson, Hall &
Mackintosh, 1976; Dickinson & Mackintosh, 1979). This
observation is anticipated by AAPV because the addition of
a second US increases the compound outcome’s salience. If
SA is increased during phase 1, it is increased only to the level
of US1’s salience. Therefore, when phase 2 begins, SA is
weaker than the new compound outcome’s salience and
Eq. 6’s | So−Sa | (which corresponds here to |SUS1 + US2 − SA|)
is positive, allowing SX to increase. Interestingly, these authors
also showed that omitting the second US during the com-
pound training phase (i.e., A–US1–US2 followed by AX–
US1) also results in reduced blocking despite the fact that
the surprising outcome seemingly corresponds to a loss of
salience. AAPValso accounts for that result by assuming that
A’s salience in this case will decrease during the compound
training phase to conform to the reduced outcome’s salience.
Here again, the absolute value of the discrepancy between So
and SA at the beginning of phase 2 makes SX‘s increase
possible. If SX increases, blocking is reduced, as previously
explained.

Kruschke and Blair (2000) showed that one consequence
of blocking is subsequent retardation in the learning process
with the blocked cue, and they explained this in terms of
learned inattention. AAPV accounts for this observation by
assuming that in Eq. 5b, the denominator’s high value of SRr(A)
(i.e., SRr(A) = .7) will remain a down modulating factor for RX
until VRr(A) has reached 1—that is, until many X–US pairings
(following the AX–US pairings) have been completed.

Backward blocking (AX–US followed by A–US; see, e.g.,
Miller & Matute, 1996; Shanks, 1985) is also predicted by
AAPV, but it is expected to be weaker than what is observed
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Fig. 4 Blaisdell et al (1999, Experiment 3) results for responding to X
following extinction of A after forward blocking compared to AAPV’s
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with forward blocking (see Fig. 5). The reason for this is that
the saliences of both A and X will increase during phase 1 of
backward blocking so that eventually both of them approach
.7 (assuming that X and Awere of equivalent initial saliences).
Therefore, backward blocking is predicted to occur only when
few AX–US pairings have been made, as was the case in
Miller and Matute’s study. Admittedly, those authors attribut-
ed their success in obtaining backward blocking to the sensory
preconditioning procedure they used. Interestingly, Miller,
Hallam, and Grahame (1990) failed to obtain backward
blocking in Pavlovian conditioning with nonhumans after
relatively many AX–US pairings and when no sensory pre-
conditioning procedure was used to make A excitatory. These
failures indicate, as AAPVanticipates, that backward blocking
is less readily observed than forward blocking. But the relative
contributions of sensory preconditioning and number of
compound trials are still unclear.

More generally, retrospective revaluation refers to a change
in behavioral control by a target cue as a result of associative
inflation or deflation of its companion cue with which it was
previously paired. Retrospective revaluation is a serious chal-
lenge for many earlier models of learning because these
models do not anticipate any change in the associative
strength between a cue and the US on a trial on which the
cue is absent, and no other variable (such as salience) is
expected to influence conditioned responding. Backward
blocking (i.e., AX–US followed by A–US) is one of the
simplest instances of retrospective revaluation and, as we
saw, is explained by AAPV. In like manner, release from
overshadowing, in which overshadowing of X by A is atten-
uated as a result of posttraining extinction of A (i.e., AX-US
followed by A–no-US; see, e.g., Kaufman & Bolles, 1981;
Matzel et al., 1985), is explained by AAPV’s assumption that
SA decreases towards .1 (i.e., the context’s salience) during the

second phase (see Fig. 6).When X is tested, Rr(A) is activated
for the first time. VRr(A) is null, and SRr(A), receiving A’s
salience, is also low due to the extinction of A. X’s salience
will be high after many AX–US pairings because it progres-
sively increases during phase 1. Therefore, RX = SX * [(SX *

VX) + (SRr(A) * VRr(A))] / (SX + SRr[A]) = .7 * [(.7 * 1) + (.1 * 0)] /
(.7+.1) = .6 if phases 1 and 2 are prolonged. This instance of
retrospective revaluation (i.e., recovery from overshadowing)
illustrates that the model is able to anticipate modification of
the manifestation of a cue’s associative strength with the US
even when the cue is no longer presented, by modulating the
salience of the representation of the target cue’s companion cue.

Conditions involving more than one nontarget cue

AAPV makes clear predictions concerning what happens
when cue X is presented in compound with different nontarget
cues. For example, if AX–US pairings are intermixed with
BX–US pairings, AAPVanticipates a high CR to X. Because
test of X activates Rr(A) as well as Rr(B), RX = SX * [(SX
*VX) + (SRr(A) *VRr(A)) + (SRr(B) *VRr(B))] / (SX + SRr[A] + SRr[B]) =
.7 * [(.7 *1) + (.7 * 1) + (.7 * 1)] / (.7 + .7 + .7) = .7.The
saliences of Rr(A) and Rr(B) are high because Rr(A) is
activated during the BX–US pairings and Rr(B), during
the AX–US pairings. Both of these representations are
repeatedly followed by the US. Hence, the principle of
Eq. 5b is easily applied to conditions in which multiple Rrs are
activated.

Complex forms of retrospective revaluation involving
more than one nontarget cue have been described in the
associative learning literature. For example, Denniston,
Savastano, Blaisdell and Miller (2003) reported that after
AB–US had been experienced in phase 1 and AX–US in
phase 2, adding in a third-phase B–no-US trials decreased
responding to X, as compared with the condition in which no
B–no-US trials were administered in phase 3. This result is
generally described as second-order retrospective revaluation
in which associative deflation of B increases the manifestation
of A’s associative strength, which, in turn, results in down
modulating the manifestation of X’s associative strength. De
Houwer and Beckers (2002) obtained comparable results
using a causal learning task with humans. The latter authors
also showed an increase in the response to X when B was
reinforced in phase 3 rather than extinguished (i.e., AB–US
followed by AX–US and followed by B–US pairings), as
compared with what happens if phase 3 does not occur. In
general, AAPV is able to explain second-order retrospective
revaluation. AAPVaccounts for the increase in RX when B is
reinforced during phase 3 in De Houwer and Becker’s exper-
iment as follows. The B–US trials cause VRr(A) to increase to 1
and also increase SRr(A) as a result of the Rr(A)–US pairings.
As for SRr(B), it was increased during phase 2. Dr(X), being
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overshadowing, as compared with AAPV’s predictions for RX. k was
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repeatedly compounded with Rr(B) (which was activated by
A) during phase 2, acquires the potential to activate Rr(B) at
test. Applying Eq. 5b, RX = SX * [(SX * 1) + (SRrA * 1) +
(SRrB * 1)] / (SX + SRr(A) + SRr(B)) = .4 * (.4 + .7 + .7) / (.4 + .7 +
.7) = .4. SX does not increase during phase 2 because, if phase
1 is prolonged, SA becomes maximal, thereby preventing SX
from increasing (see Eq. 6). As each Vi tends toward 1, RX
approaches 1, which is larger than the .23 predicted if phase 3
were omitted (the numerator in the latter condition is smaller
as a result of VRr(A) being null). However, while SOCRmakes
relatively accurate predictions for both phase 3 conditions
(i.e., B–US trials and Bno-US trials), AAPV fails to account
for the decreased responding to X caused by phase 3’s extinc-
tion of B in the specific condition used by Denniston et al.
(2003) because B–no-US trials decrease Rr(A)’s salience.
Consequently, Eq. 5b’s denominator is decreased, and not
increased, as compared with the no phase 3 condition.

Another phenomenon in which multiple nontarget cues are
involved is superconditioning, in which reinforcement of the
compound AX (i.e., AX–US) in phase 2 has been preceded by
inhibitory training with A (i.e., interspersed B–US and AB–
no-US trials) in phase 1. The finding is stronger responding to
X than if A had not undergone inhibitory training. When X is
tested, VX , VRr(A), and VRr(B) are high because activation of
these three representations has been repeatedly paired with the
US. SRr(A) and SRr(B) increase from .4 toward .7 during phase 1
and phase 2, respectively. Consequently, RX is expected to be
high, as was observed by Navarro, Hallam, Matzel, andMiller
(1989; see Fig. 7). However, these authors did not observe a
greater response in the superconditioning condition, as com-
pared with the condition with elemental training with X (i.e.,
X–US). Adding a third phase in which A is extinguished
should decrease Rr(B)’s salience and, consequently, decrease
RX, consistent with what Urushihara, Wheeler, Pineño and
Miller (2005) observed. Therefore, AAPV can also explain a
number of observations obtained with complex designs in-
volving more than one Rr activated by cue X.

Latent inhibition

Latent inhibition refers to weak responding to X during and
following X–US pairings in phase 2 as a result of X–no-US
trials in phase 1. AAPVexplains latent inhibition through the
reduction of X’s salience from .4 to .1 during phase 1 as
predicted by Eq. 3. When X is paired with the US in phase
2, SX will slowly grow from .1 to .7. Because SX is weak at the
beginning of phase 2, VX will increase only slowly, as com-
pared with unfettered acquisition in the absence of phase 1.
Hence, latent inhibition is viewed as resulting from the loss of
salience that X undergoes when it is preexposed. Because VX
is a function of the cue’s salience, V’s increase will be slowed
down when the cue’s salience is low. In sum, inhibition results
both from low SX and from low VX. We later discuss AAPV’s
account of why latent inhibition is context specific.

Schmajuk, Lam and Gray (1996) proposed in their SLG
model that latent inhibition is manifested because preexposure
of X decreases X’s novelty (i.e., total novelty [Novelty] is
limited to X’s novelty if X alone is presented and no other cue
is expected), and this decrease in novelty results in a slow rate
of acquisition of V. Schmajuk et al. refer to the orienting
response’s amplitude as an index of the amount of processing
afforded to a cue as a result of a mismatch between what was
expected and external reality (Sokolov, 1963). According to
SLG, because the amount of processing a cue receives is
proportional to the cue’s novelty (i.e., the degree to which a
cue was unexpected), a cue introduced for the first time is
assumed to receive more processing (i.e., it is more salient)
than a preexposed cue (i.e., a familiar cue) that has been
followed by no significant event, which is similar to AAPV’s
account. Thus, both the SLG model and AAPVexplain latent
inhibition by a decreased attention to the cue as a result of
preexposure, a position similar to that of several other models
as well. Moreover, the SLG model anticipates Holmes and
Harris’s (2009) observation that latent inhibition to X disappears
with prolonged compound conditioning of AX. Simulations
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from the SLG model show less conditioned responding to the
preexposed cue X than to the novel cue A after four AX–US
pairings, but this difference is decreased after 20 AX–US
pairings (Schmajuk & Kutlu, 2011). AAPV likewise anticipates
a discrepancy between responding to the preexposed cue, as
compared with the novel cue, that decreases over the AX–US
pairings. AAPVexplains the initial discrepancy betweenA’s and
X’s response amplitudes by assuming that X has lost some
salience during preexposure and, consequently, VX increases
more slowly than VA. X’s and A’s saliences should both increase
during the AX–US pairings. As a consequence, VX will keep
increasing even afterVA reaches asymptote, thereby reducing the
discrepancy between responding to X and to A. However,
consistent with Holmes and Harris’s observation, the SLG
model anticipates a greater decrease in the discrepancy between
the responses to the two cues over the AX–US pairings than
does AAPV.

Mercier and Baker (1985) observed a latent inhibition
effect to X even if X preexposure was within compound AX
(i.e., AX–no-outcome followed by X–US trials). More recent-
ly, Rodriguez and Hall (2008) observed even greater retarda-
tion of behavioral control by a cue (X, an odor) when rats had
been preexposed to the cue within a compound including that
cue (i.e., AX–no-outcome), as compared with a condition in
which subjects were preexposed to the cue alone. According
to AAPV, in the condition in which the compound is
preexposed, the denominator of Eq. 5b is larger because SX
and SRr(A) are summed. In that condition, both VX→US and
VRr(A)→US are weak after one or two cue–US pairings of phase
2; therefore, the numerator is small and the denominator is
large. Hall and Rodriguez (2011) proposed an account of
latent inhibition based on the Pearce and Hall (1980) model.
The results of their experiment confirm a greater retardation
effect when subjects are subjected to preexposure of the cue
within a compound, relative to the cue alone. They further
demonstrated that this effect could be attenuated by introducing
into the design a blocking-like phase—that is, a phase in which
X’s companion cue A is preexposed alone before being
preexposed in compound with X (i.e., A–no-stimulus followed
by AX–no-stimulus, followed by X–US pairings). According to
AAPV, after six presentations of A alone in phase 1, A’s salience
has decreased from .4 to .26. During the six preexposures of the
compoundAX in phase 2, A’s salience will continue its decrease
and eventually slow down the decrease of X’s salience because
of the small value of |So − Sa| (i.e., |Scontext − Sa|; see Eq. 6).
Consequently, X will not lose as much of its salience (i.e., SX =
.27) as in the condition in which no blocking phase was
introduced (i.e., SX = .19). X’s salience will be larger in the
former condition; consequently, the retardation effect will be
less pronounced. That is, VX will increase more rapidly because
acquisition of VX is a function of SX. However, Reed,
Anderson and Foster (1999) observed that this blocking con-
dition provoked enhanced latent inhibition, as compared with

a condition in which phase 2’ s AX–no-US trials are replaced
by X–no-US trials (i.e., A–no-US followed by X–no-US,
followed by X–US trials). AAPV predicts this result provided
A is not extensively nonreinforced during phase 1. The pres-
ence of A in the compound AX accelerates the decrease of X’s
salience if SA > .2. When .1 < SA < .2, |So − SA| < So, so that the
factor modulating the variations of SX within the compound
AX (i.e., |So − SA|; see Eq. 6) is smaller than the factor that
modulates SX when it is presented alone (i.e., So; see Eq. 2).

As was previously mentioned, counterconditioning refers
to X–US1 trials being followed by X–US2 trials, where US1
and US2 are of opposing valences (Pavlov, 1927). The usual
observation is that the X–US2 trials reduce responding to X
that reflects the X–US1 pairings. AAPV predicts that RX→US2

(i.e., a conditioned response appropriate for US2) will increase
more rapidly than it would in a latent inhibition situation (i.e.,
X–no-US followed byX–US). As before, following X–no-US
trials, learning of VX→US is retarded by X’s low salience.
However, during counterconditioning, learning of VX→US2

takes place when SX is high due to X–US1 pairings during
phase 1. Because SX modulates VX’s rate of increase (Eq. 1),
VX→US2 will rapidly increase. This prediction is consistent
with the observation of facilitation rather than retardation of
conditioning when a CS has previously been paired with
another outcome (i.e., counterconditioning), as compared with
conditioning when the CS has previously been preexposed
alone (i.e., latent inhibition; see, e.g., Dickinson & Pearce,
1977; Killcross, Dickinson & Robbins, 1995). However,
seemingly opposite results were reported by Hall and Pearce
(1979). They showed retardation rather than facilitation of
conditioning when the CS was reinforced with a relatively
weak shock in a first phase before being paired with a stronger
shock, as compared with a group in which a new CS was
paired with the stronger shock. AAPVexplains their results by
assuming that, if the shock was weak during phase 1, its
salience weakened during that phase because it was followed
by no event. Admittedly, we earlier stated that a US does not
lose its salience, but this is assumed only for biologically
significant outcomes. If Hall and Pearce’s weak shock of
phase 1 was not strong enough to be a biologically significant
outcome (although the authors did see some responding fol-
lowing low shock in phase 1), its salience is bound to decrease
during phase 1 because a cue not followed by any other cue
loses its salience. While the outcome’s salience decreases, the
SCS decreases too according to AAPV. Therefore, the Hall–
Pearce effect is explained the same way as the latent inhibition
effect, by a weak CS’s salience.

Recent data

As we saw, many of the different benchmark learning phe-
nomena are readily explained by AAPV. Moreover, recent
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years have seen reports of a growing number of results that,
although not of benchmark status (in part, because they have
not yet been widely replicated), are, in good part, adequately
predicted by AAPV. For example, the comparator hypothesis
(Stout & Miller, 2007) has recently been challenged by Esber,
Pearce and Haselgrove (2009) because one of its assumptions
is that, once X has been presented in compound, the expres-
sion of its associative strength is regulated by the associative
strength between its companion cue and the US. As Esber
et al. point out, according to the comparator hypothesis, intro-
ducing AX–US pairings interspersed among X–US pairings
down modulates the CR to X because of the A–US pairings
within the AX–US pairings. However, contrary to the com-
parator hypothesis’ predictions, Esber et al. found that intro-
ducing AX–US pairings interspersed among X–US pairings
after a first phase of X–US pairings did not alter X’s potential
to elicit the CR. AAPV anticipates only a slight reduction of
the CR to X as a result of introducing the AX–US pairings, but
importantly, it predicts a rapid recovery of X’s full CR with
continuing interspersed X–US and AX–US trials (see Fig. 8).
This occurs due to the intermixed presentations of the X–US
and the AX–US pairings causing Rr(A) to be paired with the
US on each of the X–US pairings. The Rr(A) pairings with the
US will increase both SRr(A) and VRr(A)→US. Consequently,
RX = SX * [(SX * 1) + (SRrA * 1)] / (SX + SRr(A)) = .7 * (.7 + .7) /
(.7 + .7) = .7, which produces the same result as when only X–
US pairings are presented (i.e., [SX * VX→US] = .7 * 1 = .7). As
Fig. 8 shows, AAPV makes predictions close to what Esber
et al. observed.

Some recent studies have provided support for either the
Mackintosh (1975) model or the Pearce and Hall (1980)

model. For example, Le Pelley, Beesley and Griffiths (2011)
concluded that Le Pelley and McLaren’s (2003) observation
that predictiveness influences attention in human causal learn-
ing could be explained by the Mackintosh model, but not by
the Pearce and Hall model (see Table 1). In this study, com-
pounds AC and BD were more predictive of o3 and o4,
respectively, than were VX and WY because A, B, C, and
D, in contrast with V, X, W, and Y, consistently predicted a
unique outcome during phase 1. The former set of cues, being
better predictors of their outcomes, received more attention
than the latter according to Mackintosh’s model. AAPV as-
sumes that, because increases in the salience of a cue depends
on its associative strength with its outcome (see Eq. 2), cues V,
W, X, and Y had less chance than cues A, B, C, and D during
phase 1 to increase their salience because their associative
strengths with the two outcomes with which they were paired
were presumably not asymptotic. Due to associative strength
(V) being smaller for these cues, the increase of salience for
these cues presumably was slowed down.

Some of the results observed when subjects have to learn to
discriminate between two cues on the basis of their outcomes
could possibly be explained without reference to changes in
attention. Hall (1991; see also Hall & Rodriguez, 2010) pro-
posed an interpretation in terms of acquired distinctiveness as
an alternative to explanations based on learned attention. The
basic principle of Hall’s theory is that, if cue A and cue X are
separately trained with different outcomes (o1 and o2,
respectively) during phase 1, A and X increase their distinc-
tiveness, as compared with cues that are trained with the same
outcomes. Hall’s proposal is that A and X can be differentiated
not only on the basis of the Dr they activate, but also on the
type of anticipatory outcome representation that they activate.
Hence, if A and X are trained with two different outcomes (o3
and o4) during phase 2 of discrimination test, A and X will
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Table 1 Design of the experiment analyzed by Le Pelley et al. (2011)

Phase 1 Phase 2 Test

AV – o1 AX – o3 AC

AW – o1 BY – o4 BD

BV – o2 CV – o3 VX

BW – o2 DW – o4 WY

CX – o2

CY – o2

DX – o1

DY – o1

Note. Letters A to D and V to Y refer to different cues; o1 to o4 refer to
outcomes. At test, ratings of the indicated cue compounds were obtained
with respect to outcomes o3 and o4. All participants experienced all types
of trials listed during a given stage of training. Results show that AC and
BD are more predictive of o3 and o4, respectively, than are VX and WY,
presumably because A, B, C, and D, in contrast with V, X, W, and Y,
consistently predicted a unique outcome during phase 1.
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more readily be discriminated (i.e., there will be a positive
transfer of what was learned during phase 1) because of the
distinct outcome representations they activate, as compared
with a condition in which phase 1 was omitted or in which the
two cues had the same outcome. Hall’s theory can explain the
difference between interdimensionality shifts (IDSs) and
extradimensionality shifts (EDS; i.e., the IDS–EDS effect,
which is the superiority in learning after an IDS, as compared
with an EDS). Although acquired distinctiveness is a valid
alternative to theories of attention to explain the IDS–EDS
effect, at least one set of results challenges this type of inter-
pretation. Dopson, Esber, and Pearce (2010; see also Pearce &
Mackintosh, 2010) trained compound cues during a first phase
in which cue A was consistently followed by the US regard-
less of its companion cue (e.g., Av–US; Ax–US), while C was
never followed by the US regardless of its companion cue
(e.g., Cv–no-US, Cx–no–US). Both A and C were relevant
cues because they were sufficient to respond correctly, where-
as v and x were not. In like manner, B and C were the relevant
cues for discrimination between the two conditions Bw–US
and Cw–no-US. During test, pigeons had to learn to discrim-
inate between Av–no-US and a new reinforced compound
(Aw–US) and between this new compound (i.e., Aw–US)
and a Bw–no-US condition. More rapid discrimination was
observed between Bw and Aw than between Aw and Av,
whereas Bw and Av could not be differentiated on the basis
on their activation of an anticipated outcome, making difficult
any interpretation in terms of acquired distinctiveness. AAPV
explains these results in terms of increased attention (i.e.,
increased salience) granted to A and B, as compared with v
and w, because the latter cues were only sometimes followed
by the US, while the former were well associated with
the US. Therefore, AAPV’s interpretation is equivalent to
Dopson et al.’s account according to which more attention is
paid to relevant cues than to irrelevant cues in solving a
discrimination task.

Challenges to AAPV

A major phenomenon that a model of Pavlovian conditioning
should be able to explain is conditioned inhibition. Typical
procedures to produce conditioned inhibition involve inter-
spersing trials on which a cue is reinforced when it is present-
ed alone (i.e., X–US) and not reinforced when in compound
with another cue (i.e., AX–no-US). A test of X (or a transfer
excitor Y) alone results in a strong CR, whereas a test of AX
(or AY) results in a weak CR. Because above we considered
only the test of a single cue X and not of a compound AX,
AAPV in its present form cannot explain conditioned inhibi-
tion. To do so, AAPVwould have to assume that the degree of
inhibition exercised by A on the CR to X during the AX–no-
US presentations (or during an AY summation test, where Y is

a transfer conditioned excitor) is proportional to the degree to
which A’s salience accelerates the decrease of X’s salience
during inhibition training according to Eq. 6 (i.e., SA acceler-
ates the decrease of SX when SA > 0.2 because Eq. 6’s |SO − SA|
is larger than Eq. 2’s SO). This assumption would also permit
an account of renewal, provided configuring the CS and
extinction context is assumed to occur after many extinction
trials. But this assumption introduces appreciable complexity
to the model, so we refrained from integrating it into the model
presented here. Instead, it is a possibility that might be worth
considering in the future.

Other conditions constituting real limitations in the predic-
tive potential of the model need be considered. In common
with many other models of Pavlovian conditioning, sponta-
neous recovery from extinction (Pavlov, 1927) cannot be
explained by AAPV unless one assumes that increasing nov-
elty or the degree of surprise generated by the reintroduction
of the cue somehow increases the cue’s salience. This seems to
be a reasonable assumption, but it is difficult to capture in a
principled manner within the tenets of the current model.
AAPV is also limited in its prediction of what happens as far
as the type of CR is concerned during counterconditioning
(i.e., X–US1 followed by X–US2). As previously described,
rapid acquisition of the second associative strength is predict-
ed by the current model, but it is not clear which CR will be
manifested after phase 2 because both RX/US1 and RX/US2 are
high. Presumably, the second CR replaces the first one
through some sort of response competition, but here again it
is difficult to describe the sequential occurrence of this in a
principledmanner within the current framework of this model.

Another problem with AAPV is that the potential of X to
activate Rr(A) at test depends on the within-compound link
between X and A. However, nothing in the present equations
represents the link between two compounded cues. Presum-
ably, the link between a cue and its associate cue is rapidly
learned given simultaneous presentation of the two cues, and
for the sake of simplicity we have assumed that the within-
compound link is maximal after only one presentation of the
compound. The omission of a parameter modulating the rate
of increase of the within-compound link is a flaw that impacts
a few of AAPV’s predictions, but has the advantage of keep-
ing the equations tractable. The simplest way to consider such
a parameter would be to assume that this link progressively
increases during compound presentations of X and A in a
manner paralleling acquisition of associations between a CS
and a US. No mutual modulation of saliences would be
expected, because AAPV assumes that saliences increase or
decrease only according to the outcome’s salience and with
simultaneous presentation of two cues there is no clear out-
come. Among the phenomena that AAPV could account for if
such a parameter was added is the unblocking effect observed
byMackintosh and Turner (1971). These authors found that, if
a stimulus A is paired with a weak shock (us) during phase 1
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before being paired with a strong shock (US) in compound
with the cue X (i.e., A–us followed by AX–US), blocking of
the CR to X will be weaker, as compared with a condition in
which AX has been paired several times with the weak out-
come (us) prior to being paired with the strong US (i.e., A–us
before AX–us before AX–US). Presumably, the within-
compound link between A and X is initiated during
the AX–us pairings of phase 2 of the latter condition.
Consequently, A can exercise a greater blocking effect
than in the former condition, in which the within-
compound link is initiated only during the AX–US pairings
of last phase.

Yet another challenge comes from the observation that a
cue that has been reinforced on a partial reinforcement sched-
ule attracts more attention than a cue reinforced on a constant
reinforcement schedule (Kaye & Pearce, 1984). This effect is
not captured by AAPV’s equations, because they predict (like
Mackintosh, 1975) that attention growth is controlled by the
outcome’s salience, and not by the unexpected nature of the
outcome on a given trial.

Despite the limitations here presented, AAPV makes
accurate predictions for many of the most well-known
phenomena of Pavlovian conditioning and competes with
other models by offering another perspective on the inter-
pretation of these phenomena.

General discussion

AAPV can be summarized by stating the three central tenets
on which it is based: First, AAPV proposes not only that the
associative strength between a cue and its outcome increases
with repeated pairings of the cue and the outcome, but also
that its salience will increase or decrease to finally reach the
outcome’s salience. A stimulus followed by a US ends up
eliciting a response appropriate for the US not only because of
the strong X–US association, but also because it has become
as salient as the US.

Second, when X is tested alone, not only will X’s direct
representation (i.e., Dr[X]) be activated, but also activated will
be the retrieved representations of X’s former companion cues
(i.e., first-order companions), as well as retrieved representa-
tions that have repeatedly been activated in the presence of X
by one of its companion cues (i.e., second-order companions).
The Rrs activated at test correspond to cues that are not present
in the environment at the time of test but that have formerly
been directly or indirectly presented in compound with cues
that are present. This assumption differs from the similar one
of Wagner’s (1981) SOP model in that in AAPV the repre-
sentation of presented cues does not decay into representations
indistinguishable from retrieval activated representations.
AAPV assumes that, because associative strengths are not
between stimuli but between representations of stimuli,

retrieved representations, as well as direct representations,
should express their associative strengths with the US. In that
sense (among others), AAPV distinguishes itself from Stout
and Miller’s (2007) comparator hypothesis, which anticipates
that the expression of the associated strength of a test cue X is
controlled by Dr(A)’s (but not Rr[A]’s) associative strength
with the US’s representation. AAPV, contrary to the compar-
ator model, is not concerned with the associative strength of
the direct representation of A when X is tested alone.Third,
attention at the time of performance influences responding.
The amplitude of the CR to X is the result of the combination
of these representations’ associative strengths with the US,
each accordingly weighted by current attention (i.e., salience)
to that representation.

In summary, AAPV is a model of learning in which chang-
es in attention are central. This aspect is certainly not unique to
AAPV, since numerous prior models introduced attention as a
variable in the learning process. However, AAPV’s unique-
ness as a model of attention is that it assumes that attention
varies independently according to what follows activation of
retrieved representations and what follows activation of direct
representations. If what follows activation of a representation
(directly activated or retrieval activated) is of high salience,
the representation itself becomes more salient. If what follows
is of low salience, the representation’s salience will decrease
to conform to the outcome’s low salience. Importantly, AAPV
assumes that attention is critical not only during learning, but
also during performance. Considering attention as a perfor-
mance, as well as a learning, variable has been defended by
Kruschke in his ADIT and EXIT models (e.g., Kruschke,
2001) and by Schmajuk et al. (1996) in their SLG model. In
the latter model, those authors assume that postconditioning
manipulations such as extinction of the training context will
increase total novelty of the target cue, thereby attenuating any
potential latent inhibition effect by incrementing the magni-
tude of the CR to X. As such, they suggest that attention
influences not only learning, but also performance. However,
to our knowledge, the first to suggest implementation of
attention as a performance variable in a model of learning
was Mackintosh (1975). By including salience as a perfor-
mance variable, even if VX has increased, its expression will
be inhibited if SX is weak. Recently, Le Pelley, Suret and
Beesley (2009) developed Mackintosh’s model, incorporating
SX into the equation for responding to X at test (i.e., RX =
k * SX * VX). Equation 2b in the present article resembles
those authors’ equation for RX, but AAPV suggests inclusion
of all the representations activated at test, not just cues that are
presented. Not only is Dr(X)’s salience thought to modulate
performance at test, but additionally the saliences of other
activated representations are assumed to have the same effect.
This extension to all of the activated representations, as dem-
onstrated, considerably enlarges the scope of empirical data that
AAPV can explain.
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As we saw, these fundamentals led to successful simula-
tions of the different benchmark learning phenomena consid-
ered in this article. AAPV surely is in need of refinement, but
its current presentation can explain numerous published ob-
servations. It is based on simple equations incorporating the
principle that all activated representations contribute to the
modulation of the CR to X at test according to their saliences,
which are determined by the outcome that followed them
during training. Moreover, it emphasizes the role of attention
at the time of testing, as well as training. It is these principles,
as opposed to the details of the model proposed here, that we
anticipate will be vindicated in the future.
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